
AN ANALYSIS OF THE BOTANY OF DESIRE A PLANT EYES VIEW OF THE

WORLD

The Botany of Desire book. Read reviews from the world's largest community for readers. The book that helped make
Michael Pollan, the New York Time.

In making his point, Pollan focuses on the relationship between humans and four specific plants: apples,
tulips, marijuana, and potatoes. Boy, if it makes people mad that they can't share a good computer disk with a
friend, the way they can share a book, think how mad people would be if they knew eventually we won't be
able to share the seeds of our food with ourselves or anyone else! Do humans choose to plant potatoes, or do
potatoes attract humans like a flower lures a bee? This is a very fast read, well written well and pulling the
reader to the next page, the next section there are four. I learned it comes from Kazakhstan and has made its
way here and changed a lot along the way. In fact, the invention of agriculture is also something plants did to
us. And I guess my premise is that by looking, you know, in the same way you look at a flower and you can
learn something about what a bee thinks is beautiful and that a bee has a sweet tooth, if you look at marijuana,
you can learn something about our minds and how our minds work and why we should be, like all cultures,
you know, every human culture with one exception has had a psychoactive plant. They are stories that make
you look to the future. The last one in particular raises some important issues and tough questions regarding
genetically modified food. But the Bible didn't have a bad word to say about the apple or even the strong drink
that could be made from it. Ablaze with this transformational vision, Pollan intertwines history, anecdote, and
revelation as he investigates the connection between four plants that have thrived under human care--apples,
tulips, marijuana, and potatoes--and the four human desires they satisfy in return: sweetness, beauty,
intoxication, and control. Tl;dr - 3 out of 4 ain't bad. I was surprised the book was so good. This book is
seemingly researched with care. We also get gems like this: [Witches'] potion recipes called for such things as
datura, opium poppies, belladonna, hashish, fly-agaric mushrooms, and the skins of toads. While the question
is not entirely original, the way Pollan examines this complex coevolution by looking at the natural world
from the perspective of plants is unique. Remarkably, this book was recommended by a priest during last
week's sermon. Pollan examines apples, tulips, marijuana, and potatoes and finds that we are serving them
well. However, Pollan doesn't do that either. Wow, Carmen, bitter much? Pollan, an editor and contributor to
Harper's and the New York Times Magazine and author of Second Nature: A Gardener's Education, muses on
our complex relationships with them, using the examples of the apple, the tulip, the marijuana plant, and the
potato. He's informed and amusing, with a natural sort of voice that spools on inventively beyond expectations
into a controlled but productive and intriguing obsessiveness whether on Johnny Appleseed or marijuana. I'm
impressed. The way figured this out was I learned this one botanical fact about apples, which is, if you plant
the seeds of an apple, like a red delicious or a golden delicious, the offspring will look nothing like the parent,
will be a completely different variety and will be inedible. We are still producing large numbers of them; isn't
that all that counts? There's not much of that here, Pollan is much more relatable in this book, perhaps because
he's not trying to tell people what to eat and how to live their lives. We are takingâ€¦ You know, in nature, a
million years of evolution, and flounders and tomatoes would never have sex and reproduce, and now they
can, essentially, artificially. In fact, he merely collects a few observations, speculations and his own personal
circumperambulations of, about and around a plant and tosses them into the hopper. All those plants care
about is what every being cares about on the most basic genetic level: making more copies of itself


